
SafeWaste 

Reduced-ligature binRYNO®



The disposal of waste can present a number of safety risks in 
mental health environments. Parts of waste bins designed for 
general healthcare environments (for example pedals, hinges 
and openings) may be exploited to form a ligature.

Unsecured waste bins may be picked up and thrown, risking 
injury to staff and residents, or moved and climbed on to reach 
unsafe areas. Furthermore, bag liners may used for self harm.

The Ryno SafeWaste is a reduced-ligature option designed 
to solve these issues. The gently sloping shape is designed to 
minimise ligature risks and deter climbing.

The inside of the opening has been carefully designed to 
reduce ligature risks, and the narrow opening helps to reduce 
spillages in the event of overturning.

A secure lock allows staff to unlock and empty the SafeWaste 
quickly and efficiently before re-locking. Inside, a rigid 
washable bin replaces typical liner bags, reducing safety risks 
associated with them.

For security, you can choose between an innovative hidden 
floor fixing system or optional weighting to prevent the 
SafeWaste unit from being picked up or moved.



DESIGNED FOR PEACE OF MIND

Internal Bin
The 25 litre internal bin removes the  

need for liner bags, reducing ligature risks.

Secure access
The outer casing remains 

secured to the base until 

unlocked with a key, prevents 

access to waste within.

Floor-fixed option
The innovative hidden floor 

fixing system prevents the 

SafeWaste unit from being 

picked up or moved.

Reduced ligature design
The sloping design features and the 

inside of the opening are carefully 

designed to reduce ligature risks.

Heavyweight option
Additional weight can be added 

to prevent the SafeWaste 

unit from being picked up.

Organic shape
The softly contoured organic 

shape is designed to benefit the 

aesthetics of the environment.

Hygienic material
100% waterproof and easy to 

clean, SafeWaste’s polyethylene 

material and will not rust.

The reduced-ligature inset 
handle to assists staff when 

emptying the SafeWaste

The sloped top and 
contoured sleeve are 
designed to minimise 

ligature risks

The outer casing remains 
secured to the base until 

unlocked with a key



Ryno SafeWaste
1RYQ-00
838H | 450W | 450D (mm)
Weight: 10.5kg
Capacity: 25 litres
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KEY FEATURES	 		        OPTIONS
a		Sloping design features and the inside of the opening 

are carefully designed to minimise ligature risks

a		Securely locked by staff to prevent unauthorised access

a		Recommended for supervised areas

a		25 litre internal washable bin avoids the safety risks normally  
associated with liner bags

a		Narrow opening reduces spillages in the event of overturning

a		100% waterproof hygienic surface will not rust

a		Polyethylene material is 100% recyclable

a		Base made from 100% recycled content

a	Available as a floor fixed option

a		Available as a heavyweight option (51kg)

a		13 versatile shell colours

	

Floor fixed 
option

100%  
LDPE

Fire  
retardant

Added weight 
option

Lifetime 
guarantee

The rigid internal bin removes 

the need for liner bags,  

reducing ligature risks





450mm

838mm

450mm



See for 
yourself...
To arrange a demonstration or book a visit to 
our showroom, please call +44 (0)1622 237830

Pineapple, Westmead, Aylesford, Maidstone, Kent, ME20 6XJ

+44 (0)1622 237830

sales@pineapplecontracts.com

uk.pineapplecontracts.com
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